Ci3T at High School
I am Johnny Paradise, I teach at _________. I teach IT here at _____. Some of the successes I've had, a
whole lot of random ones. I know last week I had a student situation where I gave a ticket out to a
student sitting in the back there I gave them the ticket because they had called out, answered a
question posed to the class. (Sorry, it’s a Monday morning) Answered the question when I posed to the
class. So I gave her ticket, then I realized all of a sudden that the first student whom spoke out I didn't
give a ticket to. So I called him to the side give him a ticket, I told him that there was kind of a double
standard obviously. The expectation that student was to go head participate because they were junior
my class established but I didn't give them a ticket and I gave the other person a ticket. So I end up
giving them to take it as well as powerful him to say that okay look just because you're supposed to do
this I expect you to do this doesn't mean that it doesn't warrant appreciation as well. I wasn't going to
also acknowledged him and it was kind of a powerful moment for me because I was acknowledging one
student and then just ignoring the other because the other was somebody I expect to actually do it. So
there was kind of a weird double standard there another good success I had was last semester being the
IT teacher here in my classroom gets really dirty. I got my entire second period class to clean this
classroom from top to bottom blowing out computers, wiping the keyboards down with toothbrushes
absolutely everything and then of course I gave them a ticket for all for participating. I didn't tell them
ahead of time that I was going to give them a ticket but just the level to which they engaged and were
enthused actually participate. Then last week, I gave two students that sit in these two desks a ticket for
being congenial and polite because they always very congenial and very polite never rises to the
individual standard and terms of well here you did something really congenial and polite here's a ticket.
But their always congenial and polite. Then what made my day that saw them high five each other as
they walked out the door. So they actually enjoy receiving the tickets

